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About This Game

ANIMALITY is a skill based animal runner game, the goal of the game is to avoid dragons and demons all whilst trying to grab
life gems, either do this singleplayer or with your friend in local multiplayer co-op, you can collect 9 fabulous pixel art animals

which are purchased using your running cash!

★ DIFFICULT GAMEPLAY!
The game gets faster and harder as time goes by, you will need to practice and improve your reflexes

★ MULTIPLAYER CO-OP!
Play with a friend to beat other teams on the Steam Leaderboards, work together to grab the highest score!

★ STEAM LEADERBOARDS!
Play against other players and grab that high score, join your friends to chase the top of the co-op leaderboards!

★ ACHIEVEMENTS!
Are you an achievement hunter? we will soon have over 100+ achievements that can be earned by just playing the game!

★ TRADING CARDS!
Collect Steam Trading cards and trade them with your friends!

Programming & Development: Lee
Music: Incompetech (Kevin MacLeod)
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Title: ANIMALITY
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
ColloseusX
Publisher:
Phat Phrog Studios
Release Date: 2 Jan, 2017
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only about 10-15 mins of behind the scenes video, woul like to have outtakes. Get it on sale, though.. its ok i guess. Boring after
10 minutes.
. ENG:

If you like playing around, like adventure, excitement and challenge you, and you're a nerd and you like coding, you like to try
out the hacks, by far the best hacker simulation, where you can legally hack! Testimonial!

FIN:

Jos pid\u00e4t leikkimisest\u00e4, pid\u00e4t seikkailusta, pid\u00e4t j\u00e4nnityksest\u00e4 ja haasteesta sek\u00e4 olet
n\u00f6rtti sek\u00e4 pid\u00e4t koodaamisesta, tykk\u00e4\u00e4t kokeilla my\u00f6s hakkerointia, ehdottomasti paras
hakkeri simulaatio, jossa voi laillisesti hakkeroida! Suositteluni!. Waste of money. Not needed.. I found the artstyle unappealing
and the pack lacking in puzzles with larger piece count (the lack of detail in the images wouldn't allow for that anyway). The one
positive feature is the pack being free for owners of the titular game.. Honestly love the game, I just wish there was more to do.
Maybe an Able Black 2? Or just add another update. But really it was very entertaining with an awesome storyline. Hightly
recommend if you want to try a slightly different game. But, i think the achivment where you beat the high score is glitched, i
got 153 and got access to the new panel, but not the achivement.
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It's a visual novel. If that's your cup of tea then it might be alright. However, it is INCREDIBLY long.. This game has a brilliant
concept of revolutionizing a simple block-breaking game. What's great about this game is that you can actually control the
ball(s) with various means; now hitting that one last brick is no longer a 5-minutes-of-irritating-aiming-with-pad problem. The
game also features a Story Mode that I wouldn't have expected, and it was indeed fun going though a pseudo-adventure of a bat
on the loose.

There are some aspects that I didn't like, however. The controls are somewhat complicated; it's hard to get the ball to go where
you want with the "Suck" and "Blow" abilities, for one. Adding the spherical stages and the need to shield from falling bricks to
it and you may find yourself losing tons of lives (good thing 1-ups drop just as often as you'd die).

Still, it's a hell of a blockbuster game (literally, maybe not so much in metaphorical sense).. Exo TD isn't terrible. It's a basic
tower defense game that looks and sounds a bit sloppy and overly simplistic, but you'd expect that from EA.

The 3d aspect of the game is a nice touch. Defending a globe against ships that are flying around does look a lot better than your
usual 2d TD game.

The problem is that this isn't worth anything like what they're asking for. Not even close. This is a $3 game. Anything more than
$5 and you're seriously overpaying.. This is a cool demo for V.R.. It may be expensive, but it supports the devs and there are a
few neat items in this.. I just finished the "true" ending and have to say I feel like I just wasted the 24 hours I put into this game.
It was so unsatisfying.

The art is amazing, the music is great, I love the characters, but none of that can fix how terrible that ending is.  It feels like a
"bad" ending, yet is the true ending.  It feels like I just slaved away on a huge research paper for a class that I spent weeks on,
just to have my hard drive crash and erase it.

Worse than just being a bad ending it feels like it has ruined all the enjoyment I had while playing the game. All the positive
emotions and experiences I had while playing it feel like they've been thrown in the mud.

Apparently there are three games following this one, but at least 2 and 3 follow other characters and not Suoh, so it seems like
nothing will be resolved till the 4th.

I absolutely love yuri and visual novels, and I seriously loved this game up until that ending, but I'm very sad to say that I can't
recommend this. Maybe once all four games are translated and there is a proper resolution.. garbage like others 18 wheels games
no gps. A very cool locomotive, here's what I think of the addon:
+ did I mention it was cool?
+ the visuals and sounds feel well done
+ good choice of liveries
+ not just one but two types of coaches included
+ 5 enjoyable scenarios
+ despite being old it still features some non-standard stuff i.e. train length button, a passenger\/goods mode selector. a
passenger view and a separate parking brake button
+ there's nothing to actually complain about. Nowadays there is a trend in WALKING SIMULATORS, where you do some
tedious non-game stuff while people say cryptic nonsense at you and sometimes bad music plays. Well, that's what this is, except
it's thirty years old so it has bad prog rock and the person saying cryptic nonsense is John Pertwee. you can play with old speccy
art OR the worst cgi of all time, which is nice; it also has a commentary track. Sadly the commentary track is lacking as
everyone in the game is now dead but still that's something innit. it's bad but it's historic and hell aint you got five bucks to
spend? it's cheaper than a terrence malick film at least
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